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CONFIGURING THE FTS AXIOM DATALOGGER 

FOR USE WITH SDI-12 SENSORS 

Purpose 

Provide an overview of SDI-12 sensor measurement and data command cycle and to clarify 
Axiom Datalogger timing requirements when using SDI-12 sensors. 

Description 

The Axiom Datalogger can be configured to retrieve data from any SDI-12 compliant 
sensor.  An understanding of the SDI-12 measurement process is required in order to 
achieve optimal datalogger operation.  A detailed SDI-12 sensor measurement and data 
command cycle example is followed with instructions on how to best configure the Axiom 
Datalogger for use with the SDI-12 sensors. 

Equipment 

FTS Axiom Datalogger 

Datalogger battery cable 

12 V, absorbed glass mat, deep cycle battery  

SDI-12 version 1.3 compliant sensor (i.e. an FTS SDI-SR-PYR Solar Radiation sensor) 

Electrical Connection 

The SDI-12 connector used on the Axiom Datalogger is an environmentally sealed, bayonet 
mount, keyed, military style connector.  SDI-12 sensors provided by FTS come assembled 
with the appropriate mating connector.  Connector details and signal connections are as 
follows. 
 

Mating Connector: Souriau MIL-C-26482 Series 1 family  

Part number: 851-06JC8-3AP50  

    FTS Part Number: 520-83AP 

PIN Function 

  A SDI Power 

  B SDI Data 

  C SDI Ground 
 

Axiom Datalogger SDI-12 Sensor Connector 
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SDI-12 OVERVIEW 

SDI-12 is a serial-digital interface standard for microprocessor based sensors.  Multiple SDI-12 
sensors can be connected together on one SDI-12 bus as each SDI-12 sensor can be 
programmed to have a unique identifying address.  Power for the sensors is provided on the 
SDI-12 bus.  The bus protocol is a master/slave protocol in which the master (the datalogger) 
commands the slave (an SDI-12 sensor) and the slave issues a response. 

Refer to http://www.sdi-12.org for more information on the SDI-12 standard.   

SDI-12 MEASUREMENT CYCLE 

A typical SDI-12 measurement cycle for a basic Start Measurement / Send Data sequence is 
shown in the diagram below.   

http://www.sdi-12.org/
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This sequence begins with the datalogger (master) issuing a Start Measurement command.  
The format of the Start Measurement command is: 

 aMx! 
 a : the sensor’s SDI-12 address 

 M : Start Measurement  

 x : command number {<blank>, 1, 2, … 9}  

 ! : command terminator 

 

Upon receipt of a Start Measurement command, the sensor (slave) immediately replies with: 

 atttn<CR><LF> 
 a : the sensor’s SDI-12 address 

 ttt : time, in seconds, required by the sensor to complete the commanded 

measurement.  The datalogger must wait this length of time before 

requesting data from the sensor.  Each Start Measurement command 

number (aM!, aM1!, aM2! …) will have its own unique response time. 

 n : the number of values the sensor will return for the measurement 

 <CR> : carriage return character  

 <LF> : line feed character  

 

After waiting the appropriate number of seconds (ttt) until the sensor measurement is ready, 
the datalogger issues a Send Data command. 

The format of the Send Data command is: 

 aDx! 
 a : the sensor’s SDI-12 address 

 D : Send Data   

 x : the data command number (0, 1, 2 … 9).  The command number 

always begins with 0.  aD0! is always the first Send Data command.  

If the sensor has more data values than can be returned in one reply 

then subsequent aD1!, aD2! etc. commands may be needed to 

retrieve the remaining data from the sensor. 

 ! : command terminator 
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Upon receipt of a Send Data command, the sensor (slave) immediately replies with the data. 

The format of the Send Data reply is: 

 a<values><CR><LF> 
 a : the sensor’s SDI-12 address 

 <values>  

  : values are returned in the format pd.e 

- p is polarity, either + or – 

- d are the digits before the decimal 

- decimal point if required 

- e are the digits after the decimal 

 <CR> : carriage return character  

 <LF> : line feed character  

 

* Note: There is a maximum length specification for the Send Data reply.  If there is 

more data than can be sent in the SDI-12 maximum reply length then the 

datalogger must issue subsequent aD1!, aD2!, etc. commands until all of the 

desired data values have been retrieved.   
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OBTAINING AN SDI-12 SENSOR’S ADDRESS AND MEASUREMENT TIME 

The current address of a particular sensor and the sensor’s response time to each specific 
measurement command can be determined using the Axiom datalogger prior to defining the 
sensor in the datalogger configuration.  Follow the steps below to determine the sensors 
address and response times for various Start Measurement commands. 

1/ Press the SDI-12 icon on the datalogger’s homescreen. 

 

2/ The SDI Sensors screen will display the sensors which are currently defined and connected 
to the datalogger.  In this case, an FTS SDI-AM module at address 0 (zero) is configured in 
the datalogger and is connected to the datalogger on SDI port B. 

 

3/ Connect the SDI-12 sensor in question to one of the Axiom Datalogger SDI ports.  SDI 
ports on the Axiom Datalogger have an orange circle around them. 
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4/ After the SDI-12 sensor in question is connected, press the Detect button. 

 

5/ Press the OK button to acknowledge that we only want to search for SDI-12 sensors with 
numeric addresses (0 to 9).  If the “Include alpha in search” checkbox is selected, the SDI 
Detect process will take a long time as the process will search for SDI-12 sensors with 
addressed 0 to 9, a to z, and A to Z.  Most sensors are given an address of 0 to 9 so the 
lengthy detect cycle is usually not necessary. 
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6/ The newly connected sensor is shown on the SDI Sensors screen after the detect process is 
complete. 

 

7/ In this example, the recently connected sensor is an FTS SDI-SR-PYR Solar Radiation 
sensor (Solar Rad).  The sensor is set to address 1 and is connected on datalogger port SDI 
A; however, the Solar Rad sensor is not defined in the datalogger configuration.   

 
 

8/ If the newly detected sensor has the same address as an existing sensor then proceed with 
the following step to change the SDI-12 address of the detected sensor. 

9/ If required, a different SDI-12 address for the Solar Rad sensor can be set by pressing the 1 
in the Addr field (see the green circle below).  If the 1 is pressed, a selection box will appear 
to allow the user to choose a new unused SDI address for the Solar Rad sensor. 

 Note:  The change address feature of the Axiom datalogger relies on the attached sensors 
supporting the SDI-12 version 1.3 “Change Address” command.  If the detected sensor is 
not SDI-12 version 1.3 compliant then the sensor’s address will likely need to be changed 
using the sensor’s custom commands in SDI Transparent mode.  Consult your sensor’s 
user manual for details. 
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10/ Now that the address of the detected sensor is known (address = 1 in this example) we can 
use the Axiom Datalogger’s transparent mode to communicate directly with the 
connected SDI-12 sensor.  Press the Transparent button to enter the datalogger’s SDI-12 
transparent mode.  

 
 

11/ Transparent Mode allows the user to send low level SDI-12 commands directly to the desired 
sensor so that we can determine the sensor’s response time to complete each of the sensor’s 
supported start measurement commands.  Ensure the Port shown on the SDI Transparent 
Mode screen in step 9 matches the port displayed on the SDI Sensor screen in step 10.  For 
our example Port A is correct.    

 Note:  The F6 Axiom datalogger has two SDI ports (labeled A and B) while the H2 Axiom 
datalogger has four SDI ports (labeled A, B, C, and D). 
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12/ Issue a sensor Information command to confirm the sensor response.   

 The Information command has the format of aI! so for the Solar Rad sensor in this 

example the command is 1I!.    

 Type 1I! on the datalogger touchscreen. 

 
 

  The sensor will respond immediately with its information string of: 

    113FTS-----PYR---5--29396.   

 The Information command response is decoded below. 

1 13 FTS----- PYR--- 5-- 29396  

 1 : SDI-12 address (1 character) 

 13 : SDI-12 version number, i.e. v1.3 compliant (2 characters) 

 FTS----- : vendor identification (8 characters) 

 PYR--- : sensor model number (6 characters) 

 5-- : sensor version (3 characters) 

 29396 : sensor serial number (up to 13 characters) 
 

 Notice that the vendor identification as well as the sensor model and serial number in the 
returned string matches with the displayed Vendor/Serial string on the screen in Step 6. 
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13/ Issue the desired Start Measurement command to the sensor and note the returned 
response time.  Typically an M1 command is used for the Solar Rad sensor.   

 Type 1M1! to initiate a measurement. 

 

 The Solar Rad sensor responds immediately with 10011   

 This means that it will take the Solar Rad sensor (address = 1) 001 seconds to complete 
the M1 start measurement command and that after the measurement is complete it will 

return 1 data value. 

14/ Wait 1 second for the Solar Rad sensor to complete its measurement. 

15/ Next issue the Send Data command required to read the data from the sensor.   

 Type 1D0! on the datalogger touchscreen. 

 

 The Solar Rad sensor responds immediately with 1+0.408 (address = 1 and one data 

value of +0.408 ). 
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 Note: If the attached sensor returns multiple data values then the maximum string 
length of an SDI-12 response may be exceeded.  If this situation occurs, the 
sensor will parse its response to the start measurement command into 
multiple data strings.  If this situation occurs then the user must send 
successive Send Data commands (1D1!, 1D2! etc.) to retrieve the entire 
response from the sensor. 

16/ Repeat steps 13 to 15 for other Start Measurement commands of interest.  Generally each 
command has its own unique response time. 

 For example, the SDI-SR-PRY sensor has an M5 measurement command that returns nine 
data values (solar radiation statistics).  Successive Send Data commands are required to 
retrieve all nine data values from SDI-SR-PRY sensor.  The measurement sequence is as 
follows: 

 1M5! 10019 : address 1, 001 second response time, and 9 data values 

   wait one second 

 1D0! 1+0.697+198+0.8+0.4+0.08+138+0 : address 1 and 7 data values 

 1D1! 1+120.0+0 : address 1 and 2 data values 

 1D2! 1 : address 1 and no other data values 

    (note: 1D2! is not needed) 

17/ Press Back to return to the SDI Sensors screen. 
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DEFINING AN SDI-12 SENSOR IN THE AXIOM DATALOGGER 

Once the sensor’s measurement response times are known, the sensor can be defined in the 
Axiom Datalogger and the datalogger / sensor communications can be optimized.   

18/ Press the NEW field with the red background to start the definition process for the Solar 
Rad sensor. 

 

19/ Select SDI as the sensor type. 
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20/ Enter a unique name for the Solar Rad sensor (i.e. SDI_SR instead of the default SDI). 

 

21/ Press the Add button to create a new command button. 

 

22/ Enter the desired Start Measurement command in the Cmd field. 
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 For the Solar Rad sensor we typed 1M1! in step 13.  In this step we only need to enter 

M1 into the Cmd field as the datalogger automatically adds the sensor’s address and 
command terminator. 

23/ Enter the desired Start Measurement timing information in the Interval and Offset fields.  

 This is the step in which the previously collected sensor response time is used to optimize 
datalogger/sensor communications. 

 We have seen that the there is a measurement cycle for reading data from an SDI-12 
sensor.  First a Start Measurement Command is sent, then a wait period, and then 
followed by a Send Data command.   

 When an SDI-12 sensor is defined in the Axiom datalogger, the Interval and Offset define 
the time the Start Measurement command is sent.  After the Start Measurement 
Command is sent the datalogger automatically waits the appropriate time and then issues 
the required Read Data commands to retrieve the data from the sensor.   

 This means that if the user wants new sensor data to be in the datalogger by the top-of-
the-minute, every 10 minutes, top-of-the-hour, etc., the Interval and Offset timing must 
be set appropriately to allow for the sensor response time. 

 The Interval field sets how often data is read from the sensor.  For this example we would 

like the Solar Rad sensor to be read every 10 minutes so we enter 00:10:00 for the 

Interval. 
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The Offset field is used to allow for the sensor’s Start Measurement command response 

time.   In step 13 we determined that the Solar Rad sensor’s response time to an M1 Start 

Measurement command was 001 seconds.  This means that the Offset needs to allow at 
least 2 seconds for the datalogger to retrieve the data after the start measurement 
command is sent (1 second for the sensor to be ready plus a few milliseconds for the 
datalogger to read the sensor’s data).    

For this example we enter 00:09:58 for the Offset so that the sensor measurement is 

triggered two seconds prior to each 10 minute interval.  This means that newly acquired 
data will be available in the datalogger at the top of each 10 minute interval. 

 

24/ The last step is to define the sensor’s data fields in the datalogger.  Remember that 
multiple data values can be returned by a single Start Measurement command.   Press the 
Add button to create a new field to define each desired data value.   
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25/ Enter a name, units, and desired decimal places for the data value.  Also enter the field 
number of the data value in the returned SDI-12 data response.   

 

 The Solar Rad sensor only returns one data value in response to an M1 Start Measurement 
command so the field = 1.  The Solar Rad sensor reports solar radiation in W/m

2
 to 3 

decimal places so these settings are used as well as a name of SR for the datapoint. 
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26/ Press the Read button to force a reading from the sensor.  A “Test in progress” message is 
displayed while the measurement cycle completes.  The specified Field number is then 
displayed.  Press OK to return to the previous screen.   

    

 

27/ The SR datapoint is displayed as one field of the M1 command.  Steps 24 to 26 can be 
repeated to define other data fields returned by the sensor.  

 

 Press OK when all M1 command data fields are defined.   
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28/ The M1 command is displayed in the SDI_SR sensor setup.  If desired other Start 
Measurement commands and data fields can be defined by repeating steps 21 to 26.   

 

 For example, the SDI-SR-PRY sensor has an M5 measurement command that returns 9 
data fields  (solar radiation statistics).  The M5 command and associated data fields could 
be defined in the datalogger if desired. 

 Press OK when all desired start measurement commands and associated data values are 
defined.   

  

29/ The SDI_SR sensor is now fully defined.   
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30/ Press the SDI-SR button to view the sensors most recent measurements.  The “Time To 
Next Acquisition” countdown indicates when the next sensor measurement will occur. 

 
 

 Press the Home button to return to the datalogger’s homescreen. 

 

 

- END - 
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Contact Information 

If you have any questions or would like further information please contact FTS. 
 
 
CONTACT: 

FTS FOREST TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS, LTD. 
1065 Henry Eng Place 
Victoria, B.C.   V9B 6B2 
 
PH: (250) 478-5561 or 1-800-548-4264 
FAX: (250) 478-8579 or 1-800-905-7004 

 
 
ON THE INTERNET: 

Web Page: www.ftsinc.com  

E-mail: info@ftsinc.com 

Technical Support: service@ftsinc.com 

 

 

http://www.ftsinc.com/
mailto:info@ftsinc.com
mailto:service@ftsinc.com
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Revision History 

Revision Date Description 

   
1 2011-Jan-6 Original release 

   
2 2013-Apr-19 Updated screenshots for Axiom App 3.0.0.48 

   
   

   
   

   
 

 


